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Delivering high quality, sophisticated beauty and skincare, Lonvitalité 
offers a range of skin tools including our medical-grade Derma Rollers, 
ultra-hydrating masks and rejuvenating serums; putting the power of 

professional salon results in your hands.



MICRO NEEDLE DERMA ROLLER 
540 NEEDLE 0.3mm 

$59.95

The Lonvitalité Micro Needle Derma Roller contains 540 
titanium microneedles at 0.3mm depth. 

This roller is a great introduction for anyone new to skin 
needling and is ideally for use on the face. 

The tiny micro needles create pathways for your corrective 
skin care to infuse into, making your serums, masks and 
hydrators far more effective and results driven.

By creating micro trauma in the superficial layers of skin, 
inflammation will set in and your body’s immune system 
will soon start the repair process. 

The Derma Roller is suitable for use on all skin types 
except over active acne or damaged skin. Regular use can 
improve the appearance of pigmentation, fine lines, pores 
and acne scarring. 

Replace after 15 uses to ensure the needles remain sharp 
and precise.

PERFECT PARTNERS:

Lonvitalité Derma Roller Sanitiser Spray
Lonvitalité Platinum Contour Roller

HOW TO USE  
DERMA ROLLERS

Roll over a cleansed, dry skin. 
Spray your Derma Roller head 
with the Lonvitalité Derma 
Roller Sanitiser Spray. When 
using the Face and Body 
Kit, dispense some Sanitiser 
Spray into the included tray 
and submerge the roller head. 
Remove and rinse the head 
with warm water or wait until 
the spray evaporates. Roll with 
moderate pressure back and 
forth 5-10 times over sections 
of the skin until you complete 
an asterix pattern in a vertical, 
horizontal and diagonal fashion. 
Before changing the direction 
of your roll, ensure you lift the 
device off the skin and then 
place onto the next area. Once 
you have completed your derma 
rolling apply your corrective 
skin care. Rinse the head again 
under warm water, spray with 
the Derma Roller Sanitiser Spray 
and enclose the roller in its 
protective case. Micro needling 
is best performed 2-3 times in 
the evening.



MICRONEEDLE DERMA ROLLER  
FACE AND BODY KIT

$149.95

The Lonvitalité Derma Roller Face and Body Kit contains four titanium 
micro needle attachments of varying depths for use on specific areas of the 
face and body as well as an in built sanitising tray. 

The face attachment in the kit is of 0.5mm depth, and best used on areas 
such as the forehead, cheeks, chin and neck. 

The Eye and Lip attachment is 0.3mm in depth and is best used across the 
brow bone, crows feet, under eye area and over the lips, laugh lines and 
smokers lines. 

The Body attachment is of 1.5mm depth and is only to be used on the 
thighs, buttocks, stomach, hips and backs of arms. The body attachment 
can assist in the appearance of stretch marks, cellulite and keratosis pilaris.

The tiny micro needles create pathways for your corrective skin care to 
infuse into the skin, making your serums, masks and hydrators far more 
effective and results driven. 

By creating micro trauma in the superficial layers of skin, inflammation will 
set in and your body’s immune system will soon start the repair process. 

The Derma Roller is suitable for use on all skin types except over active 
acne or damaged skin. Regular use can also improve the appearance of 
pigmentation, fine lines, pores and acne scarring. 

Replace heads after  15 uses to ensure the needles are sharp and precise.

PERFECT PARTNERS:

Lonvitalité Derma Roller Sanitiser Spray 
Lonvitalité Face and Body Kit Replaceable Heads
Lonvitalité Platinum Contour Roller 



The Face, Eye and Lip and Body 
attachments are available to purchase 
separately. A more sustainable and  
budget friendly option for your at home 
Micro Needling. 

Your micro needling heads for the Face 
and Body Kit need to be replaced every 15 
uses, you may keep the handle and the case 
and simply replace the applicable heads as 
needed. 

DERMA ROLLER  
SANITISER SPRAY

$29.95

The Derma Roller Sanitiser Spray contains 75% alcohol  
and 25% water.  

The Derma Roller Sanitiser Spray must be used before  
and after micro needling with the Lonvitalité Micro Needle 
Derma Roller and the Lonvitalité Micro Needle Face and 
Body Kit. 

Because Micro needling devices slightly pierce the surface 
of the skin, there is risk of contamination or infection if your 
device is not clean or sterilised and therefore a sanitiser 
spray is a mandatory addition when purchasing any  
micro needling tool.

HOW TO USE 

After rinsing your tools in warm water, spritz the sanitiser spray 
directly onto your beauty tool and wait two minutes, or until the 
spray is dry before commencing your micro needling treatment.  
Do not spray directly onto the skin. The Derma Roller Sanitiser  
Spray can also be used to sanitise all beauty tools, accessories  
and make up brushes. Store in a cool dry place.

PERFECT PARTNERS:

Lonvitalité Micro Needle Derma Roller 
Lonvitalité Micro Needle Face and Body Kit
Platinum Contour Roller

FACE AND BODY KIT  
REPLACEABLE HEADS 

BODY ATTACHMENT $49.95

FACE ATTACHMENT $39.95

EYE/LIP ATTACHMENT 29.95



PLATINUM CONTOUR ROLLER

$129

The Lonvitalité Platinum Contour 
Roller was designed to give your face 
a radiant appearance, just like you have 
received a professional in salon facial 
treatment. 

The 360 degree angular spheres grip the 
facial tissue. The Platinum Contour Roller 
lifts and contours the skin and muscles of 
the face, providing a relaxing and firming 
results driven treatment. 

The Platinum Contour Roller can assist 
in lymphatic drainage, fluid retention, 
lifting loose skin, reducing puffiness and 
inflammation, massages facial muscles as 
well as relieving stress and tension.

PERFECT PARTNERS:

Lonvitalité Micro Needle Derma Roller
Lonvitalité Micro Needle Face and Body Kit
Lonvitalité 24k Gold & Collagen Eye Masks
Lonvitalité Crystal Collagen Eye Masks

HOW TO USE 

Use the Platinum Contour 
Roller 10 minutes daily, 
either alone or prior to 

using one of our Derma 
Roller devices for increased 
microcirculation and for 
enhanced results. The device 
can be used in conjunction 
with any serum, facial oil or 
moisturizer, or over a freshly 
cleansed skin.
Perform outward and 
upward strokes with 
your roller along the contours of 
your face. It can be used across 
the brow line, jaw line, cheek 
bones, under the eyes, across 
the lips and over the neck.
Cleaning: Rinse with water and 
sanitise with the Lonvitalité 
Sanitiser Spray. Dry thoroughly.
Warning – Please do not use 
if you have any sensitivities or 
allergies to metals.

CLEANSE  
ERASE  
EMBRACE

$34.95

Microfibre Cleansing Assistants contain 
three super soft spherical rounds which 
effectively remove make up, dirt, debris  
and excess oil. 

The two white rounds are designed for 
every day use to enhance your cleansing 
routine and to remove all traces of 
lightweight makeup. 

The black round is designed to assist in  
the removal of heavy duty make up such  
as mascara or heavily pigmented lipsticks. 

The cleansing assistants are a more 
sustainable option to disposable cotton 
rounds, and a gentler option to alcohol 
laden facial wipes. 

HOW TO USE 

Either dampen your round and wipe directly over 
the face to remove makeup prior to cleansing, 
apply your cleanser or micellar water to the 
dampened round and wipe over the skin, or 
cleanse your skin using your fingertips and water 
and wipe off the residue with the round! You can 
customise your cleanse! The cleansing assistants 
are machine washable.



24k GOLD & COLLAGEN EYE MASKS

$49.95

The Lonvitalité product that started it all! 

The Lonvitalité 24k Gold Eye Masks have long been  
a favourite of makeup artists, celebrities and skin  
care enthusiasts. 

The 24k Gold Eye Masks contain a a powerful blend of 
vitamins such as vitamin B3, vitamin C and vitamin E  
which help to brighten, soothe and nourish. 

The serum also contains hyaluronic acid which will 
rehydrate and rejuvenate the delicate eye area. 

The perfect pre makeup prepping mask!

CRYSTAL COLLAGEN EYE MASKS

$49.95

The Lonvitalité Collagen Crystal Eye Masks are high 
performance under eye masks that effectively target  
dark circles and refine the eye area. 

Containing tartaric acid, an AHA that possesses strong 
antioxidant and anti inflammatory benefits and Retinyl 
Palmitate, a gentle form of vitamin a for anti ageing and 
hydration benefits. 

This mask can be used on all skin types and provides a 
luminous skin result. 

HOW TO USE MASKS

Carefully open the satchel to 
avoid spilling the enclosed 
serum. Remove the tray and 
and secure the eye masks on a 
clean and dry under eye area. 
If crows feet are your main 
concern, place the thicker end 
of the mask over the crows 
feet. If puffiness is your main 
concern, then apply the thicker 
end closer to the bridge of 
your nose. After 30 minutes 
remove the eye mask and pat 
in any remaining serum from 
the satchel. For best results 
use for three consecutive days 
and then 1-2 times per week to 
maintain results. The masks may 
be stored in the fridge for 20 
minutes prior to use.



PERFECT PARTNERS:

Lonvitalité Platinum Contour Roller
Lonvitalité Skinprove Serum
Lonvitalité Cleanse Erase Embrace Microfibre Cleansing Assistants

SKINPROVE PEN,  
CARTRIDGES AND SERUM

SKINPROVE PEN $249 
SKINPROVE SERUM $69.95

Combining the best in micro needling with the added benefit of serum 
infusion, the Skinprove Pen is Lonvitalités latest beauty tool to improve 
your complexion and create an even and radiant appearance. 

The Skinprove Pen is a powered micro needling device featuring 12 pins 
that vertically oscillate to create tiny pathways in the superficial layers of 
skin. 

The hollow cartridge allows for the addition of your Lonvitalité Skinprove 
Serum, to ensure the active ingredient of hyaluronic acid is infused directly 
into the skin whilst performing your treatment. 

Infusing your serum into the cells allows for better product penetration and 
increases the efficacy of your serum. 

The 12 microneedles are stainless steel and are designed for single use. 

Enclosed with the pen are four cartridges and applicable Skinprove Serum.  
Additional packs of 10 cartridges are available to purchase separately.



HOW TO USE SKINPROVE PEN, CARTRIDGES AND SERUM

Cleanse and dry your skin. Open a sterile cartridge packet and remove the lid at the opposite end of 
the needles. Dispense two to three pumps of the Skinprove serum into the cartridge and replace the 
lid. Remove the cap from the needle end and insert the cartridge into the Skinprove Pen opening with 
needle end showing. Attach the retaining ring around the needle cartridge.

Apply a thin layer of serum to the area you would like to treat. Press the power button on your Skinprove 
Pen and press again to choose your desired speed, the lowest being 1 and the highest being 4. Apply 
the needle tip to your skin and in small circular motions glide the device across the area being treated 
in a moderate and even pressure. Pressing too hard or applying too much force will stop the pen from 
oscillating and will prevent the flow of serum onto the skin. 

Starting on the forehead, divide the forehead in two. Start on the left-hand side and work outwards in a line 
towards the temple and repeat until you reach the top of the brow. Repeat on other side of the forehead.

Move down to the left cheek and at the bridge of the nose work the pen outwards towards the ear. 
Repeat until you reach the jawline. Repeat on other cheek. Perform circular motions across the chin, over 
the lips and across the lip line and smile lines. Perform small circular motions across the bridge of the 
nose and on either side of the nose. 

Starting at the inner eye orbit perform small circular motions outwards towards the crows feet. Perform 
bigger circular motions over the crows feet. One cartridge can be used for the face, you will need to 
change the cartridge if you wish to treat other areas. For all other areas of the body use the same small 
circular motions. Please note areas such as the neck or decolletage or bony areas of the face may stay 
visibly pink for up to 48 hours.

Post treatment your skin will look and feel similar to a mild sunburn. Avoid the use of exfoliants, acids and 
vitamin a for 5 days post treatment.

The Skinprove Pen may be used weekly in conjunction with your Lonvitalité routine. 

The Skinprove Serum Ingredients are: Purified Water, Glycerin, Sodium Hyaluronate, Ethylhexylglycerin, 
Phenoxyethanol



Slim lined but mighty, the Lonvitalité PRO LED 
Wand, harnesses the power of dual LED skincare 
technology; making it yours to use, whenever and 
wherever you like.

Renowned in salons for its gentle, yet effective 
treatment of damaged skin, this celebrated skincare 
technology is now available to hold, in one compact 
wand. Use it at home, for travel, or in the office 
between meetings.

Different wavelengths of red and blue LED light 
penetrate the skin at different depths, triggering 
biological processes that help the skin to heal and 
rejuvenate. Paired with your current skincare products, 
improve your skin in as little as 5 minutes a day.

TWO LIGHTS

Red LED – helps to tighten, brighten your skin and 
works to improve the appearance of fine lines and 
wrinkles and promote collagen production.

Blue LED - works on a cellular level to kill acne 
causing bacteria, while reducing puffiness and dark 
circles.

ONE WAND

The Lonvitalité PRO LED Wand is as multifunctional as 
you are. Switch between Red and Blue LED light therapy, 
while enjoying the benefits of microcurrent technology, 
soothing warmth and comforting vibrations, actively 
helping to improve the signs of ageing, and promote a 
healthy, glowing complexion. You’ll get maximum facial 
coverage with its 90° rotating head, helping you to treat 
those hard-to-reach areas.

PROFESSIONAL RESULTS

Lonvitalité adds to its list of coveted at-home beauty 
tools, by offering this fully rechargeable, 5-in-1 LED 
Wand, designed to deliver LED skincare technology, 
right to the palm of your hand. 

Taking you from tired routine, to cherished beauty 
ritual, Lonvitalité offers sophisticated skincare, to 
enhance everyday skin.

HOW TO USE 

Select your preferred LED light setting, hold the 
wand and glide it across your face in an upwards and 
outwards motion.

Rotate the head 90 degrees for full coverage or leave it 
closed for hard to reach places, like the upper lip.

For best results, use the Pro LED Wand 3 times per 
week, for a maximum of 5-10 minutes per session, 
using alternating LED light colours.

To enhance your beauty routine further, use the  
Pro LED Wand with water-based serums, like 
hyaluronic acid. 

TWO LIGHTS. 
ONE WAND. 

PROFESSIONAL 
RESULTS.

PERFECT PARTNERS:

Lonvitalité Micro Needle Derma Roller
Lonvitalité Micro Needle Face and Body Kit
Lonvitalité Skinprove Serum

LONVITALITÉ PRO LED WAND 

$249

The latest technology by combining two LED lights in the one wand.



LUXE HEAT EYE MASK - Pack of 5 (unscented)

$39.95

Experience spa-like relaxation with Lonvitalite LUXE Self 
Heat EYE MASKS

Immerse yourself in the ultimate relaxation with Lonvitalite 
LUXE Heat EYE MASKS. These masks incorporate self-
heating technology, gently warming up to a pleasant 
temperature that brings relief to tired eyes and melts 
away tension and stress. The soothing warmth enhances 
blood circulation, reducing puffiness and diminishing the 
appearance of dark circles.

Created specifically for rejuvenating fatigued eyes, 
these self-warming eye masks provide optimal comfort 
throughout their use. They are the ideal companion for 
those desiring a personal spa experience on-the-go, 
leaving you feeling refreshed and invigorated in the tranquil 
setting of your choosing.

Designed with convenience in mind, these innovative eye 
masks are effortless to use. Their portable design allows 
for everyday application, whether you’re relaxing at home 
or embarking on a journey. Simply retrieve the mask from 
your purse or pocket whenever you’re ready to indulge in 
moments of pure relaxation.

PERFECT PARTNERS:

Lonvitalite Microneedle Derma roller
Platinum contour roller
Lonvitalite PRO LED wand with Red and Blue light Therapy

FEATURES AND BENEFITS:

1. Self-Heating: These masks are 
specifically engineered to generate 
heat autonomously. They incorporate a 
compact heating element that activates 
upon opening or unpacking the mask. The 
temperature is around 42 degrees celsius, 
and maximum of 45.
2. Comfortable Fabric: The eye masks 
are crafted from soft and cosy non-woven 
fabric, ensuring a pleasant and snug fit over 
the eyes. This design promotes relaxation 
and provides a soothing experience.
3. Prolonged Heat: These eye masks have 
the ability to deliver warmth for a duration 
of at least 20 minutes or more. The heated 
masks effectively alleviate eye fatigue, 
diminish puffiness, and alleviate dryness.
4. Alleviates eye fatigue: The self-heating 
technology of Lonvitalite eye masks 
effectively soothes and rejuvenates tired 
eyes. The gentle warmth aids in reducing 
puffiness and dark circles, resulting in a 
refreshed and alert appearance.
5. Relieves stress: The warmth emitted by 
the eye masks helps alleviate stress and 
tension, promoting a state of relaxation and 
calmness.
6. Enhances sleep quality: Incorporating 
Lonvitalite eye masks into your bedtime 
routine can improve the quality of your 
sleep. The warmth and relaxation they 
provide help reduce anxiety, facilitating a 
more restful sleep.
7. Convenient and user-friendly: 
Lonvitalite eye masks require no additional 
equipment due to their self-heating 
technology. They are designed to be 
portable and disposable, offering a hassle-
free and convenient option for travel or 
on-the-go use.



FEATURES AND BENEFITS

1. Even Weight Distribution
2. Soft and Plush Fabric
3. Adjustable Strap
4. Generous Eye Coverage
5. Promotes restful Sleep
6. Relaxation and Stress Relief
7. Soothes Tired Eyes
8. Enhanced Self-Care Routine
9.  Eye Care - The GlowZen Eyemask 

offers gentle weight and covers the 
eye area, helping to reduce puffiness 
and alleviate tiredness.

10. Versatile and Portable
11.  Perfect thoughtful gift for loved ones

THE LONVITALITE GLOWZEN WEIGHTED EYEMASK

$75

Introducing the Lonvitalite GlowZen Weighted Eyemask 
– Discover the transformative power of the Lonvitalite 
GlowZen Weighted Eyemask and unlock the serenity 
you deserve. Immerse yourself in blissful relaxation and 
experience the ultimate in comfort and rejuvenation.

The GlowZen Weighted Eyemask embraces you with its 
gentle weight, creating a cocoon of tranquility to help melt 
away stress and tension. its plush fabric gently caresses 
your skin, offering a soft and luxurious touch.

This eyemask is thoughtfully designed for your utmost 
comfort. The adjustable strap ensures a secure fit, 
allowing you to customize the tightness according to your 
preference. Its generous coverage blocks out unwanted 
light, creating a peaceful environment conducive to deep 
relaxation and uninterrupted sleep.

Whether you’re seeking a tranquil slumber or a moment of 
serenity during the day, the GlowZen Weighted Eyemask 
is the perfect companion. Its stylish design adds a touch of 
elegance to your self-care routine, making it an essential 
accessory for those seeking restorative moments of calm.

PERFECT PARTNERS:

Skinprove Serum with Hyaluronic acid
24K Gold and Collagen Eye Mask
C8 Crystal Collagen Eye Mask
Lonvitalite Platinum contour roller
Lonvitalite PRO LED wand with Red and 
Blue light Therapy

GLOWSCULPT BEAUTY ROLLER

$129

Experience the luxurious benefits of the 
Lonvitalite GlowSculpt beauty roller for Face 
& Body. This unique beauty tool is like a mini 
massage for your face and body, featuring 30 
massaging stones and a hexagon shape that 
helps to tighten, energise, enhance, revive, and 
uplift your skin. It’s suitable for most skin types, 
so whether you have dry, oily, or combination 
skin, this roller is perfect for you.

Designed to elevate your skincare routine and 
bring out your natural radiance, this beauty 
tool is easy to use! Simply roll it over your skin 
in a rhythmic motion to improve skin tone 
and texture, and feel the tension melt away. 
Experience improved skin tone with the 
rhythmic rolling action and discover a more 
renewed, youthful-looking you.

PERFECT PARTNERS:

Skinprove Serum with Hyaluronic acid
Lonvitalite Microneedle Derma roller
Lonvitalite PRO LED wand with Red and Blue light 
Therapy

FEATURES AND BENEFITS

1. Germanium stone: The device 
is made with Germanium Stone, 
which is known for its anti-aging 
and detoxifying properties.
2. Easy to use: The roller is 
lightweight and easy to maneuver, 
making it simple to use on yourself 
or on others.
3. Skin rejuvenation: The gentle 
massage provided by the roller can 
help to improve blood circulation, 
reduce puffiness, and promote 
lymphatic drainage, leading to 
more radiant and toned skin.
4. Relieves tension: The roller 
can be used to massage areas of 
the body that hold tension, such 
as the neck, shoulders, and back, 
providing relief from stress and 
muscle tightness.
5. Enhances product absorption: 
Using the roller after applying 
skincare products can help to 
enhance absorption, allowing the 
products to better penetrate the 
skin and provide more benefits.
6. Convenient: The roller is small 
and portable, making it easy to 
take with you on the go and use 
whenever you need a quick pick-
me-up.



lonvitalite.com


